LIST OF DEPARTMENTS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF HAIFA TOWARDS THE GRADUATE DEGREE DURING THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2019-2020

Faculty of Humanities
Arabic Language and Literature
Archaeology
Art History
Asian Studies
Biblical Studies
Cultural Studies
Culture and Film Studies
English Language and Literature
Fine Arts
General History
German and European Studies
Hebrew and Comparative Literature
Hebrew Language
Holocaust Studies
Israel Studies
Jewish History:
   Jewish History
   Jewish Thought
Maritime Civilizations
Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies
Music
Philosophy
Theatre
Women's and Gender Studies

Faculty of Law
LL.M General Program
LL.M in Civil and Administrative Law
LL.M in Commercial and Business Law
LL.M in Law and Economics (Erasmus)
LL.M in Law and Health
LL.M in Law and Technology
LL.M program for Jurisprudence and Criminal Procedure

Faculty of Education
Counseling and Human Development
Leadership and Policy in Education
Learning Disabilities:
   Learning Disabilities Program
   Brain and Behavior Program
Learning Instruction and Teacher Education
Mathematics Education
Special Education
Faculty of Social Sciences
Anthropology
Child Development
Communication
Computer Science
Economics
Geography and Environmental Studies
  Including specializations in: Emergency and Disaster; Environmental Geography for Teachers; Tourism Management and Planning; Water Studies; Spatial Information Systems – GIS and remote sensing
Information Studies
Program in Peace and Conflict Management (in English)
Psychology
  Including specializations in: Clinical Psychology (life-span, child); Clinical Neuropsychology; Cognitive; Psychology and Human Factors; Developmental Psychology; Psychobiology
School of Criminology
  Including specializations in: Crime, Law and Society; Crime and Addiction
School of Political Sciences
  Programs in the Division of Governmental and Political Theory
  Programs in the Division of International Relations
  Programs in the Division of Public Administration and Policy
Sociology
  Including specializations in: Applied Organizational Sociology; Sociology; Systematic Organizational; Development; Theoretical Sociology for Teachers
Statistics
  Including specializations in: Applied Probability; Applied Statistics; Theoretical Statistics; Logistic Studies; Actuarial Studies; Biostatistics; Quality Studies

Faculty of Natural Sciences
Evolutionary and Environmental Biology (Including Bioinformatics Program)
Human Biology
Marine Biology
Marine Geosciences
Marine Technologies
Mathematics
  Including specializations in: Pure and Applied Mathematics; Mathematics and Education; Mathematics and Computer Science
Neurobiology
Faculty of Social Welfare and Health Sciences
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Community Mental Health
Human Services
Gerontology
Graduate School of Creative Arts Therapies
Nursing
Occupational Therapy
Physical Therapy
School of Public Health
Including specializations in: Community and Environmental Health; Epidemiology; Health Promotion; Health Systems Policy and Administration; Environmental and Occupational Health; Health Systems Management; Nutrition, Health and Behavior

School of Social Work
Including specializations in: Clinical; Family Welfare; Children and Adolescent; Health and Rehabilitation; Organizational; Corrections and Addictions; Trauma

Faculty of Management
Department of Business Administration (MBA Program):
  General Executive Program (in Hebrew)
  International Executive Program (in English)
  International MBA Program Specializing in Management of Shipping and Sea Ports
  International MBA Program Specializing in Sustainability (Global Green MBA)
  Management of Non-Profit Organizations
  Real Estate Valuation and Management
  Strategic Management of Human Resources

Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Management:
  Energy Management and Policy Program
  Environmental Data Management
  Management of Sustainable Built Environment Program
  Natural Resources and Environmental Management Program

Department of Information and Knowledge Management
  Archival Sciences